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Abstract. A new approach of tracking objects in image sequences is proposed,
in which the constant changes of the size and orientation of the target can be
precisely described. For each incoming frame, a likelihood image of the target
is created according to the automatically chosen best feature, where the target’s
area turns into a blob. The scale of this blob can be determined based on the local maxima of differential scale-space filters. We employ the QP_TR trust region algorithm to search for the local maxima of orientational multi-scale normalized Laplacian filter of the likelihood image to locate the target as well as to
determine its scale and orientation. Based on the tracking results of sequence
examples, the novel method has been proven to be capable of describing the
target more accurately and thus achieves much better tracking precision.

1 Introduction
Object tracking in image sequences is the key issue in many computer vision applications such as video surveillance, perceptual user interfaces, object-based video compression and so on. Two major components can be distinguished in a typical visual
tracker: target representation and target localization. Gray scale values, shape information, colors, textures, velocity and acceleration are the commonly used object’s
features. Target localization is the procedure to locate the area that matches the object’s feature best, and it can be addressed by particular optimization methods.
It is well known that the success or failure of object tracking is primarily dependent
on how distinguishable the feature of an object is from its surroundings and background. In literatures, Shi and Tomasi [1] have pointed out that good features are as
important as good tracking algorithms. The degree and discriminability to which a
tracker can discriminate the object and background is directly related to the image
features used. It is the ability to distinguish between object and background that is
most important. In [2] a fixed set of candidate features are assessed in terms of the
variance ratio and the best N ones are chosen to produce the likelihood images for
tracking. Bohyung Han[3] used PCA to extract the most discriminative feature from
the feature set composed of every subset of the RGB and rgb color channels. Stern
and Efros [4] chose the best features from 5 features spaces and switch amongst them
to improve the tracking performance. All these methods focused on the determination
of the best feature from a predefined feature set with finite number of features.
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The tracking precision also has much to do with the description of the target’s scaling and rotation. Most previous related work [5,6,7] addressed the rotation and scaling
by working on some presumably possible discrete values of rotation angle and scale.
However, discrete values cannot fit the complex movements of the target. Tyng-Luh
and Hwann-Tzong[8] proposed to use a covariance ellipse to characterize an object
and adopt a bivariate normal within the ellipse as the weighting function for the features. They dealt with the issue in a continuous manner but the features they used are
just predefined color probability and edge density information, which are not guaranteed to be the best one.
In this paper we extend the discrete feature set to a continuous feature space. The
best feature is chosen out of this space in terms of the target-background class variance ratio. We also adapt Lindeberg’s theory [9] of feature scale selection based on
the local maxima of differential scale-space filters to deal with the description of the
target and describe the rotation and scaling in the continuous space.
Compared with the popular mean shift [6] method, trust region methods are more
effective and can yield better performances [8]. Based on the traditional trust region
method, QP_TR algorithm [10] improves the way to get the object function’s Hessian
matrix and gradient, and achieves even better performance. In this paper, we combine
the QP_TR method with the scale space theory and propose a new tracking algorithm
in which tracking is implemented as searching for local maxima of the orientational
multi-scale normalized Laplacian filter function with the QP_TR method.

2 QP_TR Trust Region Algorithm
Optimization methods based on iterative schemes can be divided into two classes:
line-search methods and trust-region methods [8]. For a line-search one, the iterations
are determined along some specific directions, e.g., steepest descent locates its iterations by considering the gradient directions. However, a trust region method derives
its iterations by solving the corresponding optimization problem in a bounded region
iteratively (The optimization problem in the bounded region is called the trust region
sub-problem). In fact, line search methods can be considered as special cases of trustregion methods.
2.1 The Basic Trust Region Algorithm
Trust regions methods can be used to solve the unconstrained minimization problem
min f (x) , where V is a vector space and f is the objective function to be minix∈V

mized. There are three key elements in any trust region method: 1) trust region radius,
to determine the size of a trust region; 2) trust region sub-problem, to approximate the
objective function in the region by a model and 3) trust region fidelity, to evaluate the
accuracy of an approximating solution.
Given the initial point x 0 ∈ R n and initial trust region radius Δ 0 , the basic trust region method proceeds as following:
1. Initialization: Initialize the constants η1 , η 2 , γ 1 , γ 2 , satisfying 0 < η1 ≤ η 2 < 1 ,

0 < γ 1 ≤ γ 2 < 1 . Compute f (x0 ) and set k = 0 ;
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2. Trust region sub-problem: Choose the norm || ⋅ ||k , determine the trust region

Β

k

= {x ∈ R n || x − x k ||k ≤ Δ k } and define a model mk in

Β

k

which approximates

f (x) ;

3. Step computation: Compute a step sk which sufficiently reduces mk and such that

Β;

x k + sk ∈

k

4. Trust region fidelity: Compute f (x k + sk ) and rk = f (x k ) − f (xk + sk ) . If rk ≥ η1
mk (x k ) − mk (x k + sk )

then the trial point is accepted and set x k +1 = x k + sk , otherwise set x k +1 = x k .
Since η1 is a small positive number, the above run favors a trial point only when
mk approximates f well and yields a large rk ;
⎧[Δ k , ∞ ) if rk ≥ η 2
⎪
5. Trust region radius update: Set Δ k +1 ∈ ⎨[γ 2 Δ k , Δ k ) if rk ∈ [η1 ,η 2 ) . That is, when
⎪[γ Δ , γ Δ ) if r < η
k
1
⎩ 1 k 2 k
mk approximates f well and yields a large rk , and if rk ≥ η 2 the trust region radius will be expanded for the next iteration. On the other hand if rk < η1 or rk is
negative, it suggests that the objective function f is not well approximated by the

Β

model mk within the current trust region k . So sk is not accepted, the trust region radius will be shrunk to derive more appropriate model and sub-problem for
the next iteration.
6. Exit conditions: If Δ k is smaller than the predefined Δ end or k exceeds the predefined MAX iter , terminate; otherwise set k = k + 1 and go to step 2
2.2 QP_TR an Improved Trust Region Method

Based on the basic trust region algorithm, the QP_TR method [10] improves the way
to get the model mk . In QP_TR the object function is approximated by an n dimension quadratic polynomial mk in

Β:
k

mk (x k + s) = mk (x k ) + g k , s +

1
s, H k s
2

mk (x k ) = f (x k )

(1)

where mk is generated by Multivariate Lagrange Interpolation. The Hessian Matrix

H k at

x k is extracted from mk instead of using the “BFGS-update”. This avoids the

poor approximation of H k when the curvature of f is changing fast. Furthermore,

g k is also extracted from mk , g k = ∇ x mk (x k ) . That avoids the introduced error when
using forward finite differences. Thus the trust region sub-problem is to compute an
1
sk ∈ k such that sk = arg minψ k (s) ≡ g k , s + s, H k s .
2
|| s ||k ≤Δ k
In our tracking context, we set η1 = 0.1 , η2 = 0.7 , γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.5 .

Β
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3 Target Model
Our goal in this section is to develop an efficient method that automatically chooses the
best feature for tracking. Features used for tracking only need be locally discriminative,
in that the object only needs to be clearly separable from its immediate surroundings.
We represent target appearance using histograms of color filter bank responses applied
to R, G, and B pixel values within local image windows. This representation is chosen
since it is relatively insensitive to variation in target appearance due to viewpoint, occlusion and non-rigidity. In [2] a fixed set of candidate features are evaluated and the best
one is chosen to produce the likelihood image. Based upon [2] but different from it, we
extend the candidate features in a continuous manner.
In this paper, the candidate features are composed of linear combinations of R, G,
B pixel values. Specifically, we have chosen the following candidate feature:
F = ω1R + ω2 G + ω3 B ωi ∈ R

(2)

where F is the linear combination of R, G, and B with real coefficients except for
(ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) = (0, 0, 0) . Many common features from the literatures are included in the
candidate space, such as the raw values of R, G, and B, intensity R+G+B, approximate chrominance features such as R-B, and so-called excess color features such as
2G-R-B. All features are normalized into the range 0 to 255 and discretized into histograms of length 255.
We follow [2] to use a “center-surround” approach to sampling pixels covering the
object and background. A rectangular set of pixels covering the object is chosen to
represent the object pixels, while a larger surrounding ring of pixels is chosen to represent the background. For an inner rectangle of dimensions ht × wt pixels, an outer
margin of width max(ht , wt ) pixels forms the background sample. We use the object
pixels to get the target histogram H obj for a candidate feature and the background
pixels to get the background histogram H bg . We form an empirical discrete probability distribution p (i ), i = 1...255 for the object, and q (i ) for the background by normalizing each histogram by the number of elements in it.
From any candidate features, we can create a new feature that is “tuned” to discriminate between object and background pixels. The tuned feature is formed as the
log likelihood ratio of the class conditional candidate feature distributions. The log
likelihood ratio [3] of a feature value i is given by

⎛
⎛
max ( p (i ), δ ) ⎞ ⎞
L ( i ) = max ⎜ −1, min ⎜⎜ 1, log
⎟⎟
⎜
max ( q(i ), δ ) ⎟⎠ ⎟⎠
⎝
⎝

(3)

where δ is a small value that prevents dividing by zero or taking the log of zero (we
choose it to 0.001). The nonlinear log likelihood ratio maps object/background distributions into positive values for colors distinctive to the object and negative for colors
associated with the background. Colors shared by both object and background tend
towards zero. Back-projecting these log likelihood ratio values into the image produces a likelihood image suitable for tracking, as shown in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1. Likelihood images by three methods

The separability that L(i ) induces between object and background classes can be
measured using the two-class variance ratio. The variance of L(i ) with respect to object class distribution p (i ) is calculated as:
2
⎡
⎤
var ( L; p ) = E ⎡⎣ L2 (i) ⎤⎦ − ( E [ L(i )] ) = ∑ p(i) L2 ( i ) − ⎢ ∑ p(i) L(i) ⎥
i
⎣ i
⎦

2

(4)

and similarly for background class distribution q (i ) [2]. Then the variance ratio can
be defined as:
VR ( L; p, q ) ≡

var ( L;( p + q ) / 2 )

var ( L; p ) + var ( L; q )

(5)

The higher the ratio is, the wider the object and background are separated [2]. This
means the triple of (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) which produces the highest VR ( L; p, q) , corresponds
to the best feature. To get this best triple we can define an object function
ψ (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) that takes a triple (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) as the parameter, calculates p(i ) , q (i ) ,

L(i ) , and returns −VR( L; p, q ) . Apply the QP_TR method on ψ (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) and we
can get (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )best . Introduce (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )best into (2) and we can get the best feature. Using the best feature we follow (3) to get the best “tuned” feature Lbest (i)
which can be back-projected to produce the likelihood image.
Figure 1 shows the weight images calculated with three methods. The upper right
one is by our method, the lower left one is by the method in [2], while the lower right
is by that in [11].
Different from [2], we use real ωi instead of integer ones. And we choose the best
ωi in the continuous space rather than from a finite set. This improvement enables us
to get more approximate feature. For example, in Fig.1 the likelihood image using our
method has a VR = 1.89425 , which is larger than that of the likelihood image
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produced by method in [2], which is 1.60777 . The corresponding triple (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )
is (-5.02673, 4.9104, 0.959966) .

4 Scale-Space Blob
During tracking, the size of the target will change with the distance to the camera. The
target itself may rotate. Tracking algorithm should adapt to these kinds of change and
describe them precisely. Most previous related work [5,6,7] addresses rotation and
scaling by working on some presumably possible discrete values of rotation angle and
scale. For example, for each frame the tracker in [6] tries two sizes of plus and minus
ten percent of the previous size to guess the current size. However, it’s difficult to
adapt to the changes in size by using only these discrete values (We will show this
later). Aiming at this shortcoming, we propose to solve the problem in the continuous
scale space and describe the scaling and rotation in a continuous manner.
The work of Lindeberg [8] provided an elegant theory for selecting the best scale
for describing features in an image. Given any continuous function f : R D → R and a
Gaussian kernel with scale t , g : R D × R+ → R , g (x; t ) =

2
2
1
e − ( x1 +...+ xD ) /(2t ) , the
N/2
(2π t )

scale-space representation of f is its convolution with g , i.e., L : R D × R+ → R ,
L(⋅; t ) = g (⋅; t ) ∗ f (⋅) with various scale t. The γ-normalized derivative operator is defined as ∂ξ = t γ / 2 ∂ x . A very good property of the γ-normalized derivative of L is the
perfect scale invariance as follows:
Consider two functions f and f related by f (x) = f (x) and define the scalespace representation of f and f in the two domains by

L (⋅; t ) = g (⋅; t ) ∗ f (⋅)
L (⋅; t ) = g (⋅; t ) ∗ f (⋅)

(6)

where the spatial variables and the scale parameters are transformed according to
x = sx
t = s 2 t

(7)

Then L and L are related by L(x; t ) = L (⋅; t ) and the m-th order spatial derivatives satisfy ∂ xm L (x; t ) = s m ∂ x m L (x ; t ) . For γ-normalized derivatives defined in the

two domains by
∂ξ = t γ / 2 ∂ x
∂  = t γ / 2 ∂ x

(8)

ξ

we have ∂ξ L(x; t ) = s m (1−γ ) ∂ξ L (x ; t ) . From this relation it can be seen that,
m

m

when γ = 1 , ∂ξ L(x; t ) = ∂ξ L (x ; t ) . That is, if the γ-normalized derivative of f
m

m
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assumes a local maximum at (x0 ; t0 ) in the scale-space, the γ-normalized derivatives of f will also assume a local maximum at ( sx0 ; s 2 t0 ) . Based on this property we can choose appropriate combination of the γ-normalized derivatives to
determine the scale of some structure in the data.
A gray image can be seen as a two dimensional function. That is, D = 2 , and

(

) = ( t∇ L ) = (t ( L + L ) ) reflects the details of
blobs in an image. We call ϕ ( x, y, t ) = ( t ( L ( x, y ) + L ( x, y )) ) the multi-scale norf : R 2 → R . When γ = 1 , t γ ∇ 2 L

2

2

2

2

xx

yy

2

xx

yy

malized Laplacian filter function. With different scale values t, ϕ ( x, y, t ) achieves local maxima at blobs with different sizes. The gray image in Fig 2 contains two blobs.
With t = 90 , ϕ ( x, y, t ) assumes the local maximum at the center of the smaller one,
while with t = 391 , ϕ ( x, y, t ) assumes another local maximum at the center of the
larger one. So the locations of the blobs as well as their scales can be determined by
examining the local maxima of ϕ ( x, y, t ) at various positions and scales.

Fig. 2. For blobs with different sizes, φ ( x, y, α , t ) assumes local maxima at different positions

with different scales, Left: Original image Middle: The response of φ ( x, y, α , t ) with t = 90
Right: The response of φ ( x, y, α , t ) with t = 391

When the blob’s orientation is under the consideration we define the orientational
multi-scale normalized Laplacian filter function φ ( x, y, α , t ) as follows:

(

φ ( xc, yc, α , t ) = t ( Lx′x′ ( xc, yc ) + Ly′y ′ ( xc, yc ) )

)

x ′ = ( x − xc) cos α + ( y − yc) sin α + xc
y ′ = −( x − xc)sin α + ( y − yc)sin α + yc
0 ≤ x ≤ image width , 0 ≤ y ≤ image height

2

(9)

(10)

φ ( x, y, α , t ) will assume a maximum only when α reflects the correct orientation of
the blob. As shown in Fig 3, for the blob in (a) only when α = 0 (which means no rotation), does φ ( x, y, α , t ) assume the maximum. So we can use φ ( x, y, α , t ) to determine the positions, orientations of blobs as well as their scales.
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Fig. 3. φ ( x, y, α , t ) with different α

5 Algorithm Summary
To summarize, we track targets by calculating the likelihood image of target for each
incoming frame and search for the local maximum of φ ( x, y, α , t ) in the scale space
of the likelihood image by QP_TR trust region method. The algorithm proceeds as
follows:
1. Target initialization: determine the width and height of the target, denoted as wt
and ht . The width and height of the frame are w and h respectively. Using the
method in section 3 to determine the best feature to use, record the corresponding
triple (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )best and Lbest (i ) .
2. Resize the frame so that the ratio of width to height will be ρ = wht / h / wt . If we
hold w fixed the height of the frame will be w / ρ .
3. Compute the likelihood image for the resized frame using (ω1 , ω2 , ω3 )best and
Lbest (i ) .
4. Initialize a vector x0 = ( x prev , y prev , α prev , t prev )T , where ( x prev , y prev ) is the center of the
target in the previous frame, α prev the previous orientation parameter and t prev the
scale parameter in the previous frame. Set the initial trust region radius Δ 0 = 9 , the
minimum radius Δ end = 0.1 and the maximum iteration MAX iter = 1000 .
5. Run the QP_TR algorithm for f (x) = −φ ( x, y, α , t ) and get xopt = ( xopt , yopt , α prev , topt )T
which minimizes f (x) , where ( xopt , yopt ) is the center of the target in the current
frame with α opt the orientation parameter and topt its scale parameter. Go to step 2)
until the track is over.

6 Examples
To verify the efficiency of our method, we apply it to many sequences and compare
with other tracking algorithms. At first, we evaluated the performance of feature selection of our novel method with [10], as shown in Fig 4. The number of evaluated
features by our method is reduced a lot whereas the number is a fixed one in ref [10].
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At the same time, the discriminability between the object and background has been
increased compared with ref [10]. From the results, we find that our method is more
effective and efficient than that of method in [10] in term of the computation of feature selection and discriminability of feature for object description, e.g., VR.

Fig. 4. The curves of the number of evaluated features and VR of the “car” sequence (from 1 to
142 frames)

Besides the above-mentioned good performance of feature extraction for object,
the proposed method is proven to be accurate to describe the object and can yield better tracking result than those of refs [3, 5, 8, 12] by the following experimental results.
Fig 5 shows the tracking result of the “pedestrian” sequence and performance comparison with the bandwidth mean shift tracker [3]. Since the target in this sequence
does not rotate, we hold the orientation parameter α fixed. In the bandwidth mean
shift tracker, the scale parameter can take only three discrete values so that there is

Fig. 5. Tracking results of a pedestrian. Upper row: Using the method presented in this paper.
Lower row: Using the bandwidth mean shift tracker. Only the 3rd, 217th and 317th frame.
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much error in describing the target’s size, which results in error of the target localization (as shown in the lower row). The upper row shows our method’s result. It can be
seen that the rectangle shrinks with the target and describes the target size accurately.
In Fig 6 we verify our method’s ability to cope with the rotation of target. The car
rotates throughout the sequence. With our method the car is consistently tracked, both
in location and in angle.

Fig. 6. Tracking results of the “car” sequence. Only the 3, 27, 52, 75, 99 and 124 frame are
shown.

In Fig 7 we verify our method’s ability to cope with the zoom of target. The cup
rotates and zooms in throughout the “cup2” sequence. As can been seen, our method
(upper row) of optimizing over a four dimensional continuous space to capture the
changes in the cup’s scale and orientation is much more effective than the multidegree of freedom mean shift tracker [12] (in the lower row) which tries three discrete
angles for each frame to deal with the rotation. Meanwhile the changing curves of the
scale parameter and rotation angle during tracking are shown in Fig 8.

Fig. 7. Tracking results of the “cup2” sequence. Upper row: Using the method presented in this
paper. Lower row: Using the multi-degree of freedom mean shift tracker. Only the 172nd, 204th,
317th and 364th frame are shown.
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Fig. 8. The curves of the rotation angle and scale parameter of the“cup2” sequence

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a new target tracking algorithm to solve the problem of determining the scale and orientation, by the combination of Lindeberg’s scale space
theory with the QP_TR trust region method. First, the best feature that best discriminates the target and background is automatically determined out of the continuous
candidate feature space. Each target corresponds to a specific blob in the likelihood
image. Then we introduce the orientational multi-scale normalized Laplacian filter
function to detect the blobs in gray images. Conceptually, the scale space is generated
by convolving the likelihood image with a filter bank of spatial LOG filters. Explicit
generation of these convolutions would be very expensive and only able to evaluate at
finite discrete parameters. However, by using the QP_TR trust region method, we can
search for the local maximum of the object function in the continuous scale space
much more efficiently, where the local maximum corresponds to a blob, i.e. the target. In this way we fulfill the precise tracking of targets. Experimental results demonstrate our new algorithm’s ability to adapt to objects’ complex movements with much
better tracking precision.
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